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WinHexWinHex

the technical core of Xthe technical core of X--Ways Forensics         Ways Forensics         
((A powerful data recovery and forensics A powerful data recovery and forensics 

tooltool ) is an advanced binary editor that ) is an advanced binary editor that 
provides access to all files, clusters, provides access to all files, clusters, 
sectors, bytes, and bits inside your sectors, bytes, and bits inside your 
computer.computer.



WinHexWinHex

It supports virtually unlimited file and disk It supports virtually unlimited file and disk 
sizes up to the terabyte region (thousands sizes up to the terabyte region (thousands 
of gigabyte)! Memory usage is minimal. of gigabyte)! Memory usage is minimal. 
Speed of access is topSpeed of access is top--notch. notch. 



What is What is WinHexWinHex and whatand what’’s it going s it going 
to cost?to cost?

WinHexWinHex, is a powerful application that you , is a powerful application that you 
can use ascan use as

an advanced hex editor,an advanced hex editor,





WinHexWinHex

a tool fora tool for
data analysis, data analysis, 
editing,editing,
and recovery,and recovery,



Data analysis Data analysis 

The following  slides  is to demonstrate how you The following  slides  is to demonstrate how you 
can recognize the type of unknown data ecan recognize the type of unknown data e..gg. . in in 
recovered files without their real name recovered files without their real name . . 
or when examining hard disk sectors, by sole or when examining hard disk sectors, by sole 
use of visual representationsuse of visual representations. . 
Using the data analysis feature ofUsing the data analysis feature of  WinHexWinHex , ,you you 
will note that certain file types have their will note that certain file types have their 
characteristic byte value distribution, by which characteristic byte value distribution, by which 
they can be identifiedthey can be identified. . 











WinHexWinHex

a data wiping tool, a data wiping tool, 







WinHexWinHex

a forensics tool used for evidence a forensics tool used for evidence 
gathering. gathering. 



WinHexWinHex,  offers the ability to:,  offers the ability to:

Read and directly edit hard drives (FAT and Read and directly edit hard drives (FAT and 
NTFS), floppy disks, CDNTFS), floppy disks, CD--ROMs, DVDs, Compact ROMs, DVDs, Compact 
Flash cards, and other media. Flash cards, and other media. 

Read and directly edit RAM. Read and directly edit RAM. 

Interpret 20 data types. Interpret 20 data types. 



WinHexWinHex

Edit partition tables, boot sectors, and other Edit partition tables, boot sectors, and other 
data structures using templates.data structures using templates.

Join and split files. Join and split files. 

Analyze and compare files. Analyze and compare files. 

Search and replace. Search and replace. 



Cont.Cont.

Clone and image drives. Clone and image drives. 

Recover data.Recover data.

Encrypt files (128Encrypt files (128--bit strength). bit strength). 

Create hashes and checksums. Create hashes and checksums. 



Cont.Cont.

Wipe drives.Wipe drives.

Deleting files irreversibly (e.g. such Deleting files irreversibly (e.g. such 
with confidential contents)with confidential contents)

RandomRandom--number generator much number generator much 
moremore



Differences between Differences between WinHexWinHex and and 
XX--Ways ForensicsWays Forensics

In XIn X--Ways Forensics, disks, interpreted image Ways Forensics, disks, interpreted image 
files, virtual memory, and physical RAM are files, virtual memory, and physical RAM are 
strictly opened in view mode (readstrictly opened in view mode (read--only) only, to only) only, to 
enforce forensic procedures, where no evidence enforce forensic procedures, where no evidence 
must be altered in the slightest.must be altered in the slightest.
This strict write protection of XThis strict write protection of X--Ways Forensics Ways Forensics 

ensures that no original evidence can possibly ensures that no original evidence can possibly 
be altered accidentally, which can be a crucial be altered accidentally, which can be a crucial 
aspect in court proceedings. aspect in court proceedings. 



Only when not bound by strict forensic Only when not bound by strict forensic 
procedures and/or when in need to work procedures and/or when in need to work 
more aggressively on disks or images more aggressively on disks or images 
(e.g. you have to repair a boot sector) then (e.g. you have to repair a boot sector) then 
you could run you could run WinHexWinHex instead.instead.



Technical BackgroundTechnical Background
A hex editor is capable of completely displaying the A hex editor is capable of completely displaying the 
contents of each file type. contents of each file type. 
A hex editor even displays control codes (e.g. linefeed A hex editor even displays control codes (e.g. linefeed 
and carriageand carriage--return characters) and executable code, return characters) and executable code, 
using a twousing a two--digit number based on the hexadecimal digit number based on the hexadecimal 
system.system.
Consider one byte to be a sequence of 8 bits. Each bit is Consider one byte to be a sequence of 8 bits. Each bit is 
either 0 or 1, it assumes one of two possible states. either 0 or 1, it assumes one of two possible states. 
Therefore one byte can have one of 2Therefore one byte can have one of 2••22••22••22••22••22••22••2 = 2 = 
28 = 256 different values.28 = 256 different values.
Since 256 is the square of 16, a byte value can be Since 256 is the square of 16, a byte value can be 
defined by a twodefined by a two--digit number based on the hexadecimal digit number based on the hexadecimal 
system, where each digit represents a system, where each digit represents a tetradetetrade or nibble or nibble 
of a byte, i.e. 4 bits. of a byte, i.e. 4 bits. 
The sixteen digits used in the hexadecimal system are 0The sixteen digits used in the hexadecimal system are 0--
9, A9, A--F.F.



Technical specificationsTechnical specifications
Maximum number of windows:........................1000 (WinNT/20Maximum number of windows:........................1000 (WinNT/2000), 00), 
500 (Win9x/Me)10500 (Win9x/Me)10
Maximum disk & file size: ......................................Maximum disk & file size: ................................................ .......... ≈≈2000 GB2000 GB
Maximum number of parallel program instances: ..................Maximum number of parallel program instances: ..........................99........99
Maximum number of positions:................. limited by RAM onlMaximum number of positions:................. limited by RAM onlyy
Maximum number of reversible keyboard inputs:................655Maximum number of reversible keyboard inputs:................6553535
Encryption depth:...............................................Encryption depth:..........................................................128 bit...........128 bit
Digest length in backups:...................................... Digest length in backups:...................................... 128/256 bit128/256 bit
Character sets supported: ..... ANSI ASCII, IBM ASCII, EBCDIC, Character sets supported: ..... ANSI ASCII, IBM ASCII, EBCDIC, 
Unicode (limited)Unicode (limited)
Offset presentation:.......................................hexadOffset presentation:.......................................hexadecimal/decimalecimal/decimal



WinHexWinHex sessionssessions

begin with a Start Center begin with a Start Center 







WinHexWinHex remembers the last editing remembers the last editing 
position of previous files and the state of position of previous files and the state of 
the last session, and it allows you to open the last session, and it allows you to open 
the entire previous session by clicking the entire previous session by clicking 
Continue Last Session from the Start Continue Last Session from the Start 
Center's Projects window Center's Projects window 
You can also open projects and launch You can also open projects and launch 
scripts (a script editor is enabled in the scripts (a script editor is enabled in the 
Professional and Specialist versions).Professional and Specialist versions).



WinHexWinHex can open files as editable or as readcan open files as editable or as read--
only. only. 
Edited data is stored in a temporary file until Edited data is stored in a temporary file until 
saved, at which time your changes are saved, at which time your changes are 
committed. committed. 
There is also an inThere is also an in--place Edit mode in which all place Edit mode in which all 
changes are made directly in real time (the changes are made directly in real time (the 
default when editing RAM). You can choose the default when editing RAM). You can choose the 
Edit mode from the Open File dialog. When you Edit mode from the Open File dialog. When you 
open an entire disk or partition, the default mode open an entire disk or partition, the default mode 
is Edit.is Edit.





  Disk EditorDisk Editor

The disk editor, that is part of the Tools The disk editor, that is part of the Tools 
menu, allows you to access floppy and menu, allows you to access floppy and 
hard disks below the filehard disks below the file--system level. system level. 
Disks consist of sectors (commonly units Disks consist of sectors (commonly units 
of 512 bytes). You may access a disk of 512 bytes). You may access a disk 
either logically (i.e. controlled by the either logically (i.e. controlled by the 
operating system) or physically (controlled operating system) or physically (controlled 
by the BIOS). you can even access CDby the BIOS). you can even access CD--
ROM and DVD media. ROM and DVD media. 



Editing disks and other mediaEditing disks and other media
Opening a Opening a logical drive logical drive means opening a contiguous means opening a contiguous 
formatted part of a disk (a partition) that is accessible formatted part of a disk (a partition) that is accessible 
under Windows as a drive letter. It's also called a under Windows as a drive letter. It's also called a 
““volumevolume””..
WinHexWinHex relies on Windows being able to access the relies on Windows being able to access the 
drive. Opening a drive. Opening a physical disk physical disk means opening the entire means opening the entire 
medium, as it is attached to the computer, e.g. a hard medium, as it is attached to the computer, e.g. a hard 
disk including disk including all all partitions.partitions.

It could also called the It could also called the ““raw deviceraw device””. The disk normally . The disk normally 
does not need to be properly formatted in order to open does not need to be properly formatted in order to open 
it that way.it that way.



Usually it is preferable to open a logical Usually it is preferable to open a logical 
drive instead of a physical diskdrive instead of a physical disk
You can view the file system and access You can view the file system and access 
partition boot sectors and file allocation partition boot sectors and file allocation 
tables. With the Professional license, you tables. With the Professional license, you 
can also view free space and slack spacecan also view free space and slack space
Only if you need to edit sectors outside a Only if you need to edit sectors outside a 
logical drive (e.g. the master boot record), logical drive (e.g. the master boot record), 
you would open the physical disk insteadyou would open the physical disk instead





These three data displays demonstrate the difference in addressiThese three data displays demonstrate the difference in addressing ng 
and in accessing data when logically and physically accessing a and in accessing data when logically and physically accessing a drive. drive. 

16 bytes of C:\ accessed logically 

the first 16 bytes of the hard drive accessed physically 

and the first 16 bytes of partition C: accessed physically 



Please note the following Please note the following 
limitations:limitations:

Under Windows NT and its successors administrator Under Windows NT and its successors administrator 
rights are needed to access hard disks.rights are needed to access hard disks.
Under Windows 9x, certain requirements must be met to Under Windows 9x, certain requirements must be met to 
access CDaccess CD--ROM and DVD mediaROM and DVD media
Replace functions are not available.Replace functions are not available.
WinHexWinHex cannot cannot write write to CDto CD--ROM or DVD.ROM or DVD.
The disk editor cannot operate on remote (network) The disk editor cannot operate on remote (network) 
drives.drives.
Edit free space on drive (Windows 95/98/Me) it is Edit free space on drive (Windows 95/98/Me) it is 
possible to edit the currently unused space on a logical possible to edit the currently unused space on a logical 
drive. drive. 



WinHexWinHex creates a file which uses the complete free creates a file which uses the complete free 
space on the selected drive. You can edit this file in inspace on the selected drive. You can edit this file in in--
place mode. place mode. 
The integrity of data in the used parts of the drive cannot The integrity of data in the used parts of the drive cannot 
be affected hereby.be affected hereby.
You can use this function to recover unintentionally You can use this function to recover unintentionally 
deleted data which has not yet been overwritten by new deleted data which has not yet been overwritten by new 
files. Search for the data, mark it as the current block files. Search for the data, mark it as the current block 
and copy it. Of course,and copy it. Of course,
data that has been deleted by data that has been deleted by WinHexWinHex using the Wipe using the Wipe 
Securely command cannot be found in unused parts of a Securely command cannot be found in unused parts of a 
drive any more.drive any more.



Save SectorsSave Sectors
To be used  to the Save command for files. Part To be used  to the Save command for files. Part 
of the File menu. Writes all modifications to the of the File menu. Writes all modifications to the 
disk. Please note that, depending on your disk. Please note that, depending on your 
changes, this may severely damage the integrity changes, this may severely damage the integrity 
of the disk data. of the disk data. 
If the corresponding undo option is enabled, a If the corresponding undo option is enabled, a 
backup of the concerned sectors is created, backup of the concerned sectors is created, 
before they are overwritten. before they are overwritten. 



Disk toolsDisk tools

They provide the following:They provide the following:

The ability to browse the directory structureThe ability to browse the directory structure
List file clustersList file clusters
Clone a disk. Clone a disk. 





other tools and options available for other tools and options available for 
working with disks working with disks 



Specialist ToolsSpecialist Tools

Specialist tools include the ability to:Specialist tools include the ability to:
Gather free spaceGather free space
Slack spaceSlack space
Text for analysis.Text for analysis.



Specialist Tools (cont.)Specialist Tools (cont.)

Gather Slack SpaceGather Slack Space
Collects unused bytes (sectors ?) at the Collects unused bytes (sectors ?) at the 
end of the allocation chainend of the allocation chain
Separates the output slack areas with a Separates the output slack areas with a 
line break and the original cluster numberline break and the original cluster number
Works with FAT12, FAT16, FAT32, NTFS, Works with FAT12, FAT16, FAT32, NTFS, 
Ext2, and Ext3 partitionsExt2, and Ext3 partitions
Can't access files system compressed or Can't access files system compressed or 
encrypted slackencrypted slack





Specialist Tools (cont.)Specialist Tools (cont.)

Search for different keywords.Search for different keywords.
Create index for the drive.Create index for the drive.
Create a table of Bates numbers (a format Create a table of Bates numbers (a format 
used by lawyers for referencing evidence)used by lawyers for referencing evidence)
Highlight Free/Slack Space for easy Highlight Free/Slack Space for easy 
identificationidentification

FATFAT
NTFSNTFS



Gather Slack SpaceGather Slack Space
Collects slack space (the unused bytes in the Collects slack space (the unused bytes in the 
respective last clusters of all cluster chains, respective last clusters of all cluster chains, 
beyond the actual end of a file) in a destination beyond the actual end of a file) in a destination 
file. file. 
Each occurrence of slack space is preceded by Each occurrence of slack space is preceded by 
line break characters and the cluster number line break characters and the cluster number 
where it was found (as ASCII text). where it was found (as ASCII text). 
Otherwise similar to Gather Free Space. Otherwise similar to Gather Free Space. WinHexWinHex
cannot access slack space of files that are cannot access slack space of files that are 
compressed or encrypted at the file system compressed or encrypted at the file system 
level.level.







Additional FeaturesAdditional Features
One last feature is worthy of note, because it One last feature is worthy of note, because it 
pertains to the opposite of data recoverypertains to the opposite of data recovery
The File Manager | Wipe Securely option goes The File Manager | Wipe Securely option goes 
beyond many file shredder tools. beyond many file shredder tools. 
When applied to a file, according to When applied to a file, according to WinHexWinHex, , 
"Even professional attempts to restore the file "Even professional attempts to restore the file 
will be futile.will be futile.““
Wipe Securely does not just overwrite a file Wipe Securely does not just overwrite a file 
several times with zeros or other characters. The several times with zeros or other characters. The 
file is also reduced to zero length and then file is also reduced to zero length and then 
deleted. deleted. 



Disk AnalysisDisk Analysis

Media Details ReportMedia Details Report
Partition DetailsPartition Details
HPAHPA’’ss are detected (Forensic)are detected (Forensic)

Gather Free SpaceGather Free Space
Free space (unallocated clusters) in the Free space (unallocated clusters) in the 
current open logical drive is saved to a filecurrent open logical drive is saved to a file





Caution: Using a disk editor can be Caution: Using a disk editor can be 
fatalfatal

Changing values other than text strings can ruin an Changing values other than text strings can ruin an 
executable (program) file. Directly editing a drive or RAM executable (program) file. Directly editing a drive or RAM 
can damage an operating system or the drive's integrity.can damage an operating system or the drive's integrity.
When editing an executable file, When editing an executable file, dlldll, or other program , or other program 
file, always work on a copy. file, always work on a copy. 
Save the original in case the program file needs to be Save the original in case the program file needs to be 
restored. restored. 
Never change the length of an executable file or its Never change the length of an executable file or its 
instructions and data unless you're absolutely certain of instructions and data unless you're absolutely certain of 
the result. Otherwise, doing so will cause the code to the result. Otherwise, doing so will cause the code to 
miss instructions and probably corrupt the file to the miss instructions and probably corrupt the file to the 
point that it will no longer work.point that it will no longer work.



Caution: Using a disk editor can be Caution: Using a disk editor can be 
fatalfatal

Fortunately, Fortunately, WinHexWinHex contains 25 undo contains 25 undo 
levels, so in most cases, it's possible to levels, so in most cases, it's possible to 
restore your modifications restore your modifications 
the status bar also shows the file's State the status bar also shows the file's State 
(Original/Modified) and undo levels.(Original/Modified) and undo levels.





The Data Interpreter, at the bottom of the status The Data Interpreter, at the bottom of the status 
bar, translates hex values at the insertion point bar, translates hex values at the insertion point 
into decimal equivalents, based on the data into decimal equivalents, based on the data 
types you choose. The default types are 8, 16, types you choose. The default types are 8, 16, 
and 32 bit signed. and 32 bit signed. 
DoubleDouble--click the Data Interpreter to open a click the Data Interpreter to open a 
menu of additional options, which include menu of additional options, which include 
displaying Assembly Language codes, date displaying Assembly Language codes, date 
formats, and different integer types, as shown   formats, and different integer types, as shown   





RAM EditorRAM Editor
For debugging purposes (programming), for For debugging purposes (programming), for 
examining/manipulating any running program examining/manipulating any running program 
and in particular computer games (cheating).and in particular computer games (cheating).
The RAM editor allows to examine the physical The RAM editor allows to examine the physical 
RAM/main memory (under Windows 2000/XP RAM/main memory (under Windows 2000/XP 
and the virtual memory of a process (i.e. a and the virtual memory of a process (i.e. a 
program that is being executed). program that is being executed). 
All memory pages committed by a process are All memory pages committed by a process are 
presented in a continuous block.presented in a continuous block.



RAM Editor (cont.)RAM Editor (cont.)

The primary memory is used by programs The primary memory is used by programs 
for nearly all purposes. Usually it also for nearly all purposes. Usually it also 
contains the main module of a process contains the main module of a process 
(the EXE file), the stack, and the heap. (the EXE file), the stack, and the heap. 
The The ““entire memoryentire memory”” contains the whole contains the whole 
virtual memory of a process including the virtual memory of a process including the 
part of memory that is shared among all part of memory that is shared among all 
processes, except system modules.processes, except system modules.



RAM Editor (cont.)RAM Editor (cont.)

Under Windows 95/98/Me, system Under Windows 95/98/Me, system 
modules are listed optionally in the modules are listed optionally in the 
process tree. process tree. 
System modules are defined as modules System modules are defined as modules 
that are loaded above the 2 GB barrier that are loaded above the 2 GB barrier 
(such as kernel32.dll,gdi32.dll). They are (such as kernel32.dll,gdi32.dll). They are 
shared among all running processes.shared among all running processes.







Please note the following Please note the following 
limitations:limitations:

Caution: Only keyboard input can be undone!Caution: Only keyboard input can be undone!
Virtual memory of 16Virtual memory of 16--bit processes is bit processes is partially partially 

accessible under Windows 95/98/Me only.accessible under Windows 95/98/Me only.
Editing is possible in inEditing is possible in in--place mode only.place mode only.
System modules of Windows 95/98/Me can only System modules of Windows 95/98/Me can only 
be be examined examined in view mode, in view mode, not manipulatednot manipulated..
The options relevant for the RAM editor are The options relevant for the RAM editor are 
““Check for virtual memory alterationCheck for virtual memory alteration”” and and ““Virtual Virtual 
AddressesAddresses””..



QuestionsQuestions



ReferenceReference

http://articles.techrepublic.com.com/5100http://articles.techrepublic.com.com/5100
--63496349--5090471.html5090471.html
winhexwinhex manualmanual
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